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Lorenzo Puglisi, Ritratto 170713, 2013, oil on canvas, 45 x 35 cm

Focus / Lorenzo Puglisi
CECILE GREMILLET

21 novembre 2015

« Being can generate only being and if man is enclosed in this process of generation, only being will come out of
him. » Besides, human reality can’t exclude the mass of being, but « man’s relation with being is what can be
modified. »1 Are Lorenzo Puglisi’s figures luminous beings plunged into total darkness or, on the contrary, do they
face the metaphorical obscurity of their inner worlds ? This duality can be read in the pictorial texture : black is
smooth and dense, white disrupts the canvas and is punctuated by reliefs, and sometimes enhanced by colored
touches. Character’s faces, hands and feet emerge from the black background. The artist isolates these parts of the
body to reveal their expressive power : faces convey emotions, hands characterize gestures and feet symbolize
human standing.

By reducting the character to the structural elements of the expressive body, Lorenzo Puglisi tries to decipher the
essence of portrait. The expressionist strokes suggest the dynamic of the figure -avoiding classical portrait stasisas much as a superimposition of states, an expressive accumulation. The isolated character emphasizes the
metaphysical aspect of human being facing nothingness, « this possibility for human reality to secrete a nothingness
which isolates it. »2 : black color in Lorenzo Puglisi’s paintings could be the metaphor of it.
However nothingness, in its opposition to being, could not be the subject of knowledge or experience as the
conceptualization of nothingness is intrinsically linked to existence : it is circumscribed by being. Almost spectral
figures blossom on black color, « more than a reduction or a blurring, on the contrary they appear as taken in the
moment of their vigorous become, when being wins on nothingness and things take their final shape. »3

Lorenzo Puglisi, Portrait 191115, 2015, oil on canvas, 120 x 100 cm

In his recent series, the artist reinterprets great pieces of Art History (Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo…) which
belong to humanity artistic heritage as they form a collective visual memory. Lorenzo Puglisi is interested in the
construction of these cultural references : the composition of the painting evokes a familiar image for the viewer
but the artist puts up a smokescrenn as only the positions of faces, hands and feet are visible. From this cultural
base, he produces a new iconography, updating the representation modes.
« The matter of darkness in the seventeenth century painting, in some Rembrandt’s portraits and self-portraits »4,
Goya, Cezanne, the Impressionists, Monet, « Picasso’s expressive force »5, Francis Bacon, Leonardo da Vinci are
as many references which nourished Lorenzo Puglisi’s work. « It doesn’t matter if the reference to Bacon’s
transfiguration is constant, portraits that are in perpetual mutation and have not yet found secure identity; Puglisi
reflecting in his own way on the master, takes a further step towards a still unknown destination. »6

This impetus conceals a quest of authenticity, at least the ambition to preserve the connection with origins, for
example, Lascaux and its rupestrian paintings, « or other places where the first human attempts to portray reality
have been found ».7
The painting, beyond representation, is an outlet to relieve « the fear of existence »8 and to understand our
environment and identity. « There are many philosophies that speak of the fact that man go to search the immensity
of outer space when the great truths of the cosmos, the great mysteries of existence are enclosed in him… »9
If creation expresses the need to rebuild reality or if it tries to fulfill existential uncertainties, it is, in the case of
Puglisi’s paintings, an inescapable and relentless act.

Lorenzo Puglisi, Narcissus, 2015, oil on canvas, 200 x 150 cm
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